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Let my people go!

Later, Moses and Aaron went in and said to Pharaoh,
“This is what ADONAI, the God of Israel, says:
Let my people go, so that they may hold a festival for me in the wilderness.”
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Passover, 5781 Each year something new becomes part of my
A New Month — a New
Year — that’s what
Passover is: the
celebration of newness.
Passover is one of the
New Years we celebrate;
there is Rosh Hashanah,
the beginning of our
personal introspection;
there is Tu B’Shevat,
the beginning of spring and the rebirth of plant life and
vegetation; there is Passover, the beginning of our
understanding of freedom and the value of life.
And this is a time to remember the past as we
commemorate liberation, and also rejoice in the return
to the Land of Israel as dreamt by generations past and is
remembered each Passover at the seder table.
Passover allows us to discern the value of diversity
through our own reasoning capabilities so that we are
able to comprehend what freedom is. We also
understand freedom a little more each year because
freedom is just not breaking the yoke of servitude.
There is freedom of thought and expression enabling
us to become intellects for a moral encounter with all
that society considers ennobling. There is freedom of
knowledge allowing us to create sparks which in turn
create fires which then cause the warmth of that
knowledge to be part of our growing experience.

participation in the telling of the story that has held the
imagination of all people through the centuries. Every
time I read the Haggadah, I learn something different
because I feel as though I personally traveled that
journey bringing us to this moment in time.
In the past I have watched families reunited. In the past I
have watched children smile as they search for the
Afikomen. In the past I have watched the faces of
mothers and fathers glow as they sit together reliving the
past year and the past history of our beginnings. And I
have watched grandparents and greatgrandparents
“kvell” because they see the generations continue
because of their dedication and devotion.
This surely is a holiday of family because the whole family
of Israel started a pilgrimage that offered purpose and
meaning and fulfillment. And, yet it will be different this
year because we are separated, not connected to each
other. This year we will truly understand what being
together meant as we sit in our respective homes
wishing for an end to this nightmare. Maybe we will
understand even more what liberation means.
Our community, too, has its legacies of encouragement
and fortitude and bravery. We face challenges every day.
Now, more than ever, we share a common bond of
caring and sharing that makes the journey we are on
more bearable and enjoyable. Some have been stricken
with COVID, some have survived this ordeal, some have
suffered losses.
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This year will be a little different as we gather at some
table and marvel at our ability to survive another year.
We will remember those no longer able to join with us
but with a reverence and understanding that they are

co

-presidents

ge r i gould

& wende

levy

’ message

here in spirit because life continues, and we are the
testament to the continuation of life. We will mourn, as
never before, the hundreds of thousands of our fellow
citizens who succumbed to the devastation of
coronavirus. We will pray that our country remains the
beacon of hope for so many yearning to breathe the
breath of freedom. We certainly will pray that we will be
able to join together, once more, in the safety and
comfort of each other.
These are the messages of Passover — not just
redemption and salvation, but a future filled with all the
wonders and marvels of each and every day.
As we sit at the seder table, albeit virtually, we will
attempt to enjoy the symbols and customs that remind
us constantly of our ability to persevere and rejoice. I
encourage you to join with me as we present the seder
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through the marvels of Zoom giving us the opportunity
to be part of the expression of fulfillment even in our
despair.

Chag Sameach — A happy and rewarding Passover
to all. 
When I was a child, my family always went to my
grandparents’ apartment for the Seder. There were at
least fourteen people squished around the dining room
table that was really intended for about ten. But we
carried forth, listening to my grandfather recite every
word of the Haggadah in Hebrew. Mind you, none of the
children knew how to read a word of Hebrew, and so
the Seder seemed interminable. But there were five of us
kids and we always ended up having a great time,
especially when we looked for the hidden afikomen.
Large gatherings at Passover seem so traditional and
tradition is important. Large gatherings are something
we will miss this year. Due to the pandemic, we will not

be able to hold our own traditional community seder.
But we have come up with an SLJC alternative.

fish would add significantly to our cost and that is why
we are not including it in our box.)

On Sunday, March 28, we will observe the second night
of Passover with a Zoom service, led by Rabbi Wiener
and Cantor Polesky. Thanks to Chompies, we will also
offer you the chance to purchase a “Seder-in-a-Box.”
Each box will contain matzah, charoset, chicken soup
with a matzah ball, a choice of chicken (with matzah
stuffing) or brisket (with Pesadich gravy), a choice of
roasted potatoes or a potato pancake, glazed carrots,
and a slice of sponge cake for dessert. Each box will be
priced at $30 and will be distributed for your pick-up at
the Chapel Center between 2:30-4 p.m.

We will be using a Passover Haggadah that you may
download for free online at www.BestHagaddah.com.
This Haggadah includes introductory remarks and an
explanation of the seder plate and what goes on it. If
you want to have your own seder plate as you watch
and participate in the service, you will have all the
information you need. As well, you can provide your
own favorite wine (along with grape juice for any
children at your table). The Haggadah also includes a
few of the favorite Passover songs, both in English and
transliterated Hebrew.

Our seder service will begin at 5 p.m., following which
you will eat your own seder meal. (For those wanting
gefilte fish, we suggest you buy a jar of your own favorite
brand. At previous community seders, we have found
that most people chose not to eat their portion. Gefilte

As the saying goes, “Next year in Jerusalem,” we all hope
that next year we can celebrate together and resume
our wonderful tradition of gathering as a community of
SLJCers (with families and guests). But for now, we wish
you a very happy and healthy Passover.


appointments for covid-19
vaccine
If you have been unable to get an appointment for the
COVID-19 vaccine, Arnie Henden has volunteered to
help. You must be willing to share with him your
Medicare number and your date of birth (which are
required for the forms), but you can be sure all
information you share with Arnie will be kept strictly
confidential.
It is really important that we all get vaccinated as soon as
possible for our own good health, the health of the
community and the health of our congregation. The
websites have been very complicated to navigate, and
even some knowledge of a computer has been
frustrating. So whether you have a computer or not,
please contact Arnie at (480) 895-8851. With one phone
call, help will be on the way!
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devorah hadassah
Our Ladies Literary Group will meet on
Zoom on Wednesday, March 10 at
1:30 p.m. to discuss A Bend in the Stars
by Rachel Barenbaum. Then, on
Wednesday, March 17, we will be
collecting food for Jewish Family and
Children’s Services.
Our next general meeting (to be held
on Zoom) will be on Wednesday,
March 24 at 10:30 a.m. Our guest
speaker will be Adena Astrowsky,
discussing the rise in hate crimes. She is
a prosecutor in the Maricopa County
Attorney's Office.
The upcoming Flick Chicks date will be
announced.
We welcome former Shalom members
to join our group. For more
information, please contact Ruth Kovac
by email at
ruth.devorah.had@gmail.com.
We all need to be patient until we can get our two "ouchi
Fouchis". Stay well.
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friends

of israel

Oren Tabib will present a Zoom talk on April 11 at
3:00 p.m. He is President and CEO of Pioneer: One
System One Truth , and is a member of the regional
board of the Israeli American Council. His topic will be
USA: Everything You Wanted to Know.
Quite surprisingly, no one can accurately state how many
Israeli citizens reside in the United States. The Israel
Foreign Ministry estimates between 300,000-500,000.
The Israel American Council through internet polling
estimates 600,000 to 800,000. Why are they here? How
long do they stay? What is their legal citizen status? Do
they integrate into the local Jewish communities? He will
answer any other questions you have.
Find out the answers to these and many more questions
during Mr. Tabib's talk. Be sure to RSVP to get the Zoom
access link. Email "YES" to Israelsunlakes@gmail.com.

lone

soldier

project

idf lone soldier from uk thwarts stabbing; palestinian attacker killed
An outstanding act of preparedness and heroics reminds us of the vital role Lone Soldiers play in the defense of Israel.
On January 26, Attallah Mohammad Rayyan, age 17, attempted to attack Corporal Lian Harush and her commander
while on guard duty at the Gitit Avishar junction. She identified the man as he approached the guard gate, and when the
attack began, she was able to knock him back. “He went back and forth between me and my Sgt.Y, trying to stab us.”
While Harush was fighting the attacker off, Sgt. Y loaded his gun, and shot and killed the attacker.
A recognized hero, Harush said, "This is the kind of thing we prepare for during training, and we will always be
ready.”
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sljc sisterhood
The next meeting of the
Sun Lakes Jewish
Congregation
Sisterhood will be on
Thursday, March 18
at 1 p.m. on Zoom.
Our guest speaker will
be Jackie Wheeler,
owner of
JackieStyle — Image
and
Branding Agency. She
has been in business for over 25 years, specializing in
personal image (wardrobing, color analysis, body type
and personality, skin care and make-up artistry) and
online image (social media content and management).
Sisterhood members will receive an email with the link
The recent Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation
Sisterhood Un-Card Party fundraiser was a hug
sucess, featuring a raffle and gift cards. We thank all of
our wonderful donors for their generosity. The
response to our call for help from the SLJC and SLJC
Sisterhood was truly amazing.
We received incredible support from local businesses
and medical organizations. All proceeds were distributed
to neighborhood agencies, food banks and non-profit
organizations in our community. We are very grateful to
all of the people who contributed to this worthy cause.
We also congratulate all of the prize winners. See below
for a complete listing of donors and prize winners.

for the Zoom meeting.
platinum donors
Marilyn & Alan Behr
In Loving Memory of Bea Pollock
& Selma Behr
Dr. Adam Lowe & Dr. Rajan Khosla
Sonoran Gastroenterology Assoc.
Dr. Edward Tokatlian Associated
Internists
diamond donors
Dr. Thomas Schenk

Orthopedic Surgery
gold
donors
Judy Elias
Dr. Rosemary Geary
East Valley
Dermatology Center
Precious Elements
Robson Publishing
Diane
Zelin
ger
Suzy
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Charlie Gerson
Shirley Gersten
Rita Ginsberg
Cyril Goodman
Karen Hasenfus
Paula Herzstein
Helen Hughes
Barbara Israel
Michael Kaplan
Wendy Feldman Kerr
Marilyn Koss
Sheldon Kruger
Susan Kubrin
Marsha Levine
Mariann Lowrie
Phyllis Mandel
Florence Meisel
Nessa Memberg
Judy Plafker
Ginny Radcliffe
Jan Rappaport
Barbara Reiss
Lee Ross
Bobby Sachs
Alice Salita
Rochelle Schwartz
Barbara Silverman
Betsey Silverman
Diane Silverman
Rita Solko
Jean Steinberger
Nancy Stutman

Zie
gler
silver donors
Carol Biales
Leah Bloom
Janey Burnce
Doris Codkind
Dr. Alan Discont
Family Foot &
Ankle Care Janice
Frankel
Barbara Ganz
Victoria Gindick

Geri Gould
Shelly Henden
Dr. Brett Karren
AZ Family Dental Anita Kolikoff
Ruth Lavin
Milton Lewis
Lori Mangel
Nancy Mohr
Sue Parmenter
Phoenix Art Museum
Safeway
Shirley Shalett
Susie Shapiro
Joyce Spartonos
Esther Spear
Rita Tanen
360 Physical Therapy
Rabbi & Sandi Wiener
bronze donors
Carolyn Arkins
Judy Asbell
Ann Baumrind
Helen Bernstein

Karen Blonder
Linda Brooks
Tzvi & Gina Caplan
Lorrie Cohen
Edith Evans
Marilyn Fein
Fritzi Ferguson
Evelyn Freed
Anita Frindell
Eve Wagner
Marcia Weiner
Judy Weissman Judy
Wolin
prize winners
Judy Asbell

Ann Baumrind
Marilyn & Alan Behr
Janey Burnce
Doris Codkind
Evelyn Freed
Rita Ginsberg
Karen Hasenfus
Shelly Henden
Helen Hughes
Michael Kaplan
Sheldon Kruger
Susan Kubrin
Marsha Levine
Lori Mangel
Nancy Mohr
Jan Rappaport
Barbara Reiss
Lee Ross
Shirley Shalett
Barbara Silverman
Joyce Spartonos
Esther Spear
Jean Steinberger
Diane Zelinger

Please Join Us for a Seder-In-A-Box!
The date is March 28, 2021. Starting time is 5:00PM.
With the Covid-19 virus still rampant among us, it appears that our
2021 community Passover celebration will be virtual.
We will be offering a “Seder-In-A-Box” from Chompies which will include:
chicken soup w/matzo balls, glazed carrots, and a slice of sponge cake.
Haroset and matzos will come with all meals.
Please choose your choices from the following: entree: chicken
with matzo stuffing_ ___ brisket with gravy____ side dish:
potato pancake____ roasted potatoes____
Boxes will be available for pick-up between 2:30 and 4:00 p.m. at the Chapel Center,
Sun Lakes Blvd., Sun Lakes, AZ 85248
Please join us for a virtual Seder service led by Rabbi Wiener via Zoom
on Sunday, March 28th at 5:00 p.m.
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For Reservations - Make checks payable to SLJC and mail to
Helen Abrams, 9233 E. Cedar Waxwing, Sun Lakes, AZ 85248.
For further information, please contact Geri Gould at 480-305-0123.
Please enclose this form with your check.
Number of Boxes and Name _________________________
Number of children under 3 ______
Your contact telephone number____________________
Box Supper $30.00 Children 3 and under - free Order
deadline is March 22nd.

adult

education

Tuesday, March 16, 3 – 4:30 p.m.

The True Meaning of Redemption & Salvation
This lecture, given by Rabbi Wiener, is designed to help
understand the true meaning of Passover and what its
customs and traditions mean to all of us in today’s world.
It will emphasize our involvement with helping others and
enhancing our physical and spiritual growth. Rabbi Wiener
will show us and illustrate the connections with our lives
and Passover.
Everyone will be receiving an invitation to join this
inspiring lecture on Zoom. Questions and discussion
will follow.
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havurah chai jewish singles group
As we are “marching” into spring, a time for new
beginnings, use your smile to change the world. Don’t let
the world change your smile!

Singles

making new friends and hoping it will not be too long March

2021 is also the beginning of our 5th year together, before we can get together with some fancy spacing.

Group

Please share your suggestions for places to go for

luncheons and events you would like to participate in. This may seem like really planning far in advance, but it will
give
us all something to look forward to. If you would like to join
Havurah Chai (Jewish singles group) please contact Lainy
Sardina at lainysardina@gmail.com or (480) 895-0974. We
are always looking for new friends. Annual dues is simply
your smile. The rewards are great!
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community bulletin board

SLJC Donation Form

(please print clearly )

Fund: ❑ Chapel ❑ Oneg ❑ Music ❑ Family Fund ❑ Flower ❑ Torah ❑ Silverman

Minimum donation of $10 please. Minimum contribution to the Flower Fund is $50.
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march celebrations
ANNIVERSARIES — kol hakavod — to a great year ahead together!
4 Barbara & Elliott Reiss
10 Susan & Richard Tauber
12 Michael & Helen-Bernstein Abrams

26 Rabbi Irwin & Sandi Wiener
28 Souzan & Laurence Blumberg

BIRTHDAYS — mazel tov — another year older and another year wiser!
1 Susan Tauber
10 Laura Blumberg
19 Lee Ross
3 Amy Ruberto
10 Martin Winter
21 Betty Goodman
6 Alvin Frankel
13 Harvey Schwartz
23 Maishe Levitan
6 Shirley Freed
13 Ellie Trachtenberg 24 Barry Berger31 Sheldon Silverman
7 Ruth Lieberman 15 Carolyn Arkins
25 Caralyn Brace
31 Robert Stone
7 Art Sharf 16 Shirley Shalett
25 Jim Gould
8 Murray Siegel
17 Diane Mendelsohn 27 Lisa Edson

march

27 Stanley Pinkus
28 Lucy Geller
28 Jerry Kaplan

yahrzeits

Zichronam livrachah— may their memories be a blessing.
Herman Alter
Morris Berenzweig
Harry Bernstein
Sheldon Biales
Marcia Bram
Jack Cohen
Louis Cohen
Diana Cohen
Abraham Jacob Cooper
Stanley Dolin
Samuel Dolins
Celia Eisenman
Anschel Fishman
Regina Fox
Lily Freedman
Max Geffner
Hyman Ginsberg
Ida Goldberg

Benjamin Goldman
Norman Goldstein
Barbara Goldstein
Gitel Gordon
Dan Gurian
Fran Hasenfus
Sarah Jacobson
Simon Katz
Sidney Klein
Sidney Klitsner
Henry Kolb
Pauline Kollman
Ronald Kollman
Andrew Kraus
Doris Levy
Isabel Levy
Walter Levy
Sylvia Memberg

Rachel Milgroom
Libby Mosberg
Gail Moss
Gerhard Muenzer
Lois Mundt
Gittel Nelson
Jennie Nigelis
Bill Oyer
Myne Pauker
Nathan Pearlstein
Sal Politi
Burt Quint
Eleanor Raffeld
Mitchell Ralstein
Ann Ralstein
Lillian Rossini
Bernard Salita
Norma Schulman

Daurcy Schwartz
Joseph Siegel
Oscar Sobel
Louis Solko
Bernard Spiller
Avraham Suffer
Anne S. Tamber
Irwin Trachtenberg
Sarah Weinberg

The Marty Silverman Memorial Campaign was created to honor the memory of one of the most ardent developers of
Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation who had an undying hope and devotion to the idea of perpetuating a Jewish presence
here in Sun Lakes.
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the

ma r ty silve r man

memo r ial

cam paign

november donations
Other donations made in November were
acknowledged in the December Shpiel:

• Judy Elias
• Sander & Anita Frindell
december donations
Other donations made in December were
acknowledged in the December Shpiel:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diane Silverman
Lorrie & Howard Cohen
Dr. Keith Miller
Noel & Arlean Levine
Charles Gerson
Leah & Alan Bloom
Irwin & Judy Plafker
Jerome & Joyce Spartonos

january donations
These donations were made in memory of Jason Alexander Howe, the grandson of Jack and
Diane Zelinger:
Diane and Marty Silverman

• Dr & Mrs. Irwin Wiener
• Stephen & Randi Byrne
• Diane Silverman • Shirley Gersten
february donations
See the opposite page for donations made to the Silverman
Fund in February.

contributions
Sun Lakes Jewish Congregation gratefully acknowledges the following contributions made in honor or memory of a special person or
event. If you would like to make a contribution, please use the donation form on page 10.
GENERAL FUND
Howe, grandson of Diane &
Jack Zelinger by Ruth &
Jack Zelinger by Bobby
Allan
Lavin
In
memory
of
Jason
Sachs
In honor or Rabbi
In memory of Allan Richard
Jack Zelinger by Diane &
Alexander
and Sandi
Feldman
Jack Zellinger In memory of
Jason Alexander
Howe, grandson of Diane &
Wiener's anniversary
by Harriette R. Feldman
by Diane Silverman
Howe, grandson of Diane &
SILVERMAN FUND
In memory of Jason Alexander
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MUSIC FUND
In memory of Helen Korman
Axelrad by Howard &
Lorrie Axelrad Choen
In honor of Cantor Ronda
Polesky, Linda Moser &
Shea Marshall by Geri &
Jim Gould In memory of
Abraham Jacob
Cooper
by Roberta Cooper Levitan
FAMILY FUND
In memory of Jason Alexander
Howe, grandson of Diane &
Jack Zelinger by Marcia
& Harvey Weiner In
memory of Jason
Alexander
Howe, grandson of Diane &
Jack Zelinger by Judy &
Irwin Plafker In memory of
Jason Alexander
Howe, grandson of Diane &
Jack Zelinger by Shelly &
Harvey Schwartz In memory of
Jason Alexander
Howe, grandson of Diane &
Jack Zelinger by Doris &
Ron Codkind In memory of

Sadie Lazarus by Linda
Wasserman In memory of
Barnett Lazarus by Linda
Wasserman
CHAPEL FUND
In memory of Jason Alexander
Howe, grandson of Diane &
Jack Zelinger by Susie
& Michael Cohen
In memory of Chuck Wolin's
sister Barbara
by Doris & Rod Codkind
In memory of David
Levinson's sister Eleanor
Epstein by Doris &
Rod Codkind
YAHRZEIT FUND
In memory of Anne Sommers
Tamber
by Neil Tamber In memory
of Eleanor Raffeld by Diane
& Jack Zelinger In memory of
Myne Pauker by Edith Evans
In memory of Celia Eisenman
by Marilyn Koss In memory of
Marcia Bram by Melvyn Bram
In memory of Fran Hasenfus
by Gary & Karen Hasenfus

In memory of Hyman
Ginsberg by Joyce
Spartonos In memory of
Stanley Dolin by Ruth Dolin
In memory of Lily Freedman
by Ruth Dolin In memory of
Daurcy
Schwartz
by Harvey Schwartz In
memory of Gerhard
Muenzer
by Ruth Muenzer In memory
of Sarah Weinberg by Judy &
Irwin Plafker In memory of
Sheldon Biales by Carol Biales
In memory of Ida Goldberg
by Carol Biales In memory of
Jennie Nigelis by Rosalyn
Sutker In memory of Max
Geffner by Ruth Lieberman
In memory of Benjamin
Goldman
by Ruth Lavin
In memory of Libby Mosberg
by Harvey Fein In memory of
Isabel Levy by Charlie Gerson
In memory of Diana Cohen
Spiller by Betsey Silverman
In memory of Bernard Spiller

by Betsey Silverman In memory
of Augusta
Friedman
by Marjorie & David Levinson
In memory of David
Kornetsky by Sara Ruth
Rossow In memory of Gail
Moss by Mel Moss In memory
of Lois Mundt by Mel Moss In
memory of Ronald Kollman
by Gail Kollman In memory of
Oscar Sobel by Florence
Klitsner In memory of Louis
Cohen by Gail Dante
In memory of Gittel Nelson
by Gail Dante In memory of
Gilmore
Schwartz by Myron
Bernstein In mrmory of Harry
Bernstein by Myron Bernstein
In memory of Anna Bernstein
by Myron Bernstein In memory
of Andrew Kraus by Carolyn
Cesario In memory of Betty
Ginsberg by Barbara Silverman
In memory of Walter Levy by
Wende & Allan Levy

A team. A family. An
assist with everything
that matters. That’s the
Power of WE.
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Imagine life with a complete support system.
It’s like an extended family working together
and making things easier. Meals, prescriptions,
appointments, personalized care, even a
hobby or two, all taken care of—with smiles at
every turn. Having it all, and an extra hand
when you need it. That’s Assisted Living at
our senior living communities.

Call to schedule a personalized tour our CARF-accredited communities.
CARF-ACCREDITED INDEPENDENT & ASSISTED LIVING RESIDENCES

La Siena • 909 East Northern Avenue • Phoenix, AZ • 602.702.5471
The Village at Ocotillo • 990 West Ocotillo Road • Chandler, AZ • 480.400.8828
EQUAL HOUSINGOPPORTUNITY
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SRGseniorliving.com

CONNECTIONS COUNT.
Orbitel Communications
understands how
important strong Internet
service and whole-home
Smart WiFi are, especially
now. Our team members
are committed to
meeting these demands
head-on in support
of our community.

➔ Strong Internet with your

choice of speeds
➔ Smart WiFi whole-

home coverage
➔ No Data Caps
➔ 24 hour tech support!

Your full-service broadband provider.
Internet ➔ TiVO ➔ Phone ➔ Streaming

480-895-8084
www.orbitelcom.com
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